
 
NEW LG HI-MACS VOLCANICS COUNTERTOPS 

CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF EXOTIC CAMEROON 
 
Peoria, AZ – (Date), 2006 –  The lush, mysterious jungles of Cameroon provide 
the inspiration for one of LG HI-MACS’ most exotic creations. Cameroon, the 
newest member of the LG Volcanics Solid Surface collection, is a rich 
combination of deep, dark colors and subtle highlights designed to unite home 
accessories and bring out the best in every kitchen and bath décor. According to 
the manufacturer, Cameroon also enriches the ambience in all types of 
commercial facilities.  
 
“Volcanics Cameroon countertops tame the wilderness,” says Ferron Dunham, 
LG HI-MACS marketing manager. “People think of Cameroon as a land of deep, 
dark jungles teeming with wildlife. We used that perception as the catalyst for a  
lush new solid surface pattern that works well wherever it goes. We expect 
Cameroon countertops to provide design inspiration for a lot of very tasteful 
kitchen and bath creations.  
 
Cameroon is the newest member of the comprehensive collection of LG HI-
MACS’ popular Volcanics line of solid surfacing. In addition to Cameroon, the 
extensive LG Volcanics color collection includes Castle, Merea, Dominica, Basil, 
Marin, Kohala, Casera, Santorini, Steller, Fresh and Lattetude. LG Volcanics as 
well as other LG surfacing products can be seen at better Kitchen and Bath 
outlets nationwide. The line also showcased at Lowe’s retail stores. 
 
For information about the LG Volcanics collection, please call 866-LGHIMACS or 
visit lgvolcanics.com. 
 
About LG HI-MACS 
 
LG HI-MACS, the acrylic solid surface division of the leading Korean chemical company 
LG Chem, manufactures scratch and stain resistant solid surfaces with thermo-formable 
qualities that allow it to be shaped and inlaid to create a variety of edge treatments. LG 
HI-MACS solid surface is available to kitchen and bath dealers and designers through a 
nationwide network of certified fabricators and distributors.  Consumers can find LG HI-
MACS at any Lowe’s retailer across the country.  LG HI-MACS is backed by the 
industry’s only 15-year transferable warranty, a testament to the quality and lasting 
durability of the product.  For more information on LG HI-MACS Solid Surfaces, call LG 
Solid Source, toll free, at: 866.LGHIMACS or visit www.lgcountertops.com. 
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